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Season 1, Episode 16
 PreviousNext 




All About My Brother



Georgina informs Serena that she can reveal a deep dark secret from Serena's past, but no one is prepared for what Georgina does next. Blair and Jenny's power struggle continues when each of them start spreading scandalous rumors about each other on Gossip Girl. Dan sees Jenny's new beau, Asher, cheating on her, but Jenny won't listen to him. Rufus goes to Lily for advice on how to handle Jenny's new behavior. Serena tries to confront Georgina, but she leaves before Serena has a chance. After this, Serena says that she and Georgina are not friends.
Quest roles:
Connor Paolo(Eric van der Woodsen), Michelle Trachtenberg(Georgina Sparks), Jessica Szohr(Vanessa Abrams), Nicole Fiscella(Isabel Coates), Dreama Walker(Hazel Williams), Amanda Setton(Penelope Shafai), Emma Demar(Elise Wells), Jesse Swenson(Asher Hornsby), Yin Chang(Nelly Yuki)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
5 May 2008, 21:00
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